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The Brooklyn Museum has a extensive Privacy Policy and Terms of Use located
on their website in order to clearly state how and why they collect patron data through the
use of “services”, or the distribution of other personal information from the visitor.
Museum professionals at this institution provide services that “support its mission to act
as a bridge the rich artistic heritage of world cultures, as embodied in its collection, and
the unique experience of each visitor.”1 These services, described in the Privacy policy
shed light on the reasons why museum professionals have developed activities and
approaches to gallery interpretations that meet the demands of both to expand the
diversity and size of audiences, as well as to respond to the pressures to increase revenue.
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*Screenshot of the Privacy Policy introduction2 (last updated 11/18/15)
My introduction to the Brooklyn Museum Privacy Policy came across as a
forewarning to all the information the museum would be collecting, both on line and off
line, as soon as the visitor expresses consent to use their services. The Brooklyn Museum
provides many technological services that aim to expand the visitor experience and
connect visitors to museum content. Their Privacy Policy is directed at the type of
information those services are tapping into. Those services may exist an app on your
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mobile device, or information the visitor is providing online that enables museum
correspondence that requires email for up to date newsletters, authentication, or services
requiring other personal descriptions. The screenshot below refers to section 2.1 of the
policy that further describes those features.

As stated in the 2016 NMC Horizon report, “museums are already using location
data and beacons to enhance visitors museum experiences.”3 After reading my museum
partners Privacy Policy I became weary of the amount of information the museum is
collection from my mobile device while my GPS is turned on. Although their policy does
a good job of explaining the type of information they have access to from your mobile
device, and the motives for doing so, I’m now weary of using their AskBrooklyn app.
With institutions the size of the Brooklyn Museum, museum apps are a good
reminder to visitors that there are people and teams behind the walls of the museum that
are capable of creating intimate, educational moments. AskBrooklyn is a simple, friendly
app, that “fosters dialogue and sparks conversation between staff and all Museum
visitors.” 4 However, my experience with app went against what the NMC Horizon app
described as “compliant”, and didn’t provide an “explicit option to delete any or all
records at any time from the app.”5
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Current strategies in museum programming, community outreach, and audience
engagement has been an area of museum study that consistently excites me. My
understanding of the Brooklyn Museum Privacy Policy was informative, and accurately
described the varying levels online information exchange, and clear procedures for
limiting access to ones private information. Overall, it was primarily beneficial to learn
how this information will allow museum professions to have more informed
conversations with their audience.
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